How many of the structural and functional properties of proteins are inherent? Computer simulations provide a powerful tool to address this question. A series of studies on QS, quasispherical, compact polypeptides which lack any secondary structure; ART, artificial, proteins comprised of compact homopolypeptides with protein-like secondary structure; and PDB, native, single domain proteins shows that essentially all native global folds, pockets and protein-protein interfaces are in the ART library. This suggests that many protein properties are inherent and that evolution is involved in fine-tuning. The completeness of the space of ligand binding pockets and protein-protein interfaces suggests that promiscuous interactions are intrinsic to proteins and that the capacity to perform the biochemistry of life at low level does not require evolution. If so, this has profound consequences for the origin of life.
Introduction
Proteins are remarkable biological machines that carry out a myriad of functions ranging from enzymatic catalysis to cellular regulation and control [1] . For proteins to perform their function, they have to adopt a specific three-dimensional structure, the native conformation, and they then often bind small molecules in cavities or ligand binding sites or to other proteins or macromolecules. Such intermolecular interactions require specific geometric surfaces and constellations of amino acid residues. When one looks at the remarkable complexity of protein structures and their attendant molecular functions, one cannot but wonder how many of these features are the result of the inherent physical properties of proteins without selection and how many reflect selection due to evolution. In other words what is the relative balance of physics and evolution in dictating protein structure and function?
Consider two limiting models of how protein structure and function could have arisen: The "inherent structure & functionality model" asserts that to a first approximation the majority of the structural and molecular functions of proteins result from their intrinsic physical chemical properties [2] , which evolution exploits and amplifies. In such a model, the global fold, ligand binding cavities and protein-protein interfaces seen in wild type proteins were already present in proteins that had not undergone the purifying process of evolution. In this model, the random background probability for structure and function is quite high. In stark contrast, in the "acquired structure &functionality model", most proteins were objects without ligand binding pockets, protein-protein interfaces and perhaps lacked significant structural similarity to contemporary proteins. Evolution selected for function on a very tiny minority of protein structures by creating pockets and protein-protein interfaces. The inherent structure &functionality model by providing a significant nonzero background probability on which evolutionary selection operates suggests that proteins engage in a large variety of biochemical functions. These weak, inherent intermolecular interactions should be highly promiscuous and would act like biochemical noise that is difficult, if not impossible, to eliminate. In contrast, the acquired functionality model implies that selection for function is difficult and rare; if so, promiscuous interactions could be readily eliminated.
To test which picture is likely more correct, one must entirely eliminate evolutionary selection and see what structural and functional features such random polypeptides share with native proteins. Protein design is a way of experimentally achieving this objective. Recent work of Hecht et al provides support for the inherent structure & functionality model [3] . On binary patterning of six polar and five nonpolar residues, they created a combinatorial library of designed 4-helix bundle proteins expressed in E. coli that were not selected for any function [3] . They then screened the resulting sequences for a variety of functions including heme binding, peroxidase, and lipase activities. The majority bound heme, with a sizeable fraction showing activity in all assays. This suggests that protein scan exhibit rudimentary activity even without functional selection. It is also consistent with the idea [4] that "primitive enzymes possessed a broad range of specificity" that would allow an early cell to carry out the biochemistry of life. Despite preconceived notions to the contrary, even contemporary enzymes routinely catalyze other, sometimes barely related, chemical reactions [5] . Such extrinsic functions could evolve without interfering with the original catalytic activity [6] . Similarly, Tawfik et al argue that enzyme catalytic promiscuity has always been present [5c, 5d] . Consistent with the notion that biochemical function is an inherent feature of proteins, protein design studies often find the desired low-level function after a remarkably small number of generations [7] .
While protein structure, sequence and function are not fully separable, it is conceptually convenient to examine the nature of the space of protein structures and what factors give rise to native like ligand binding sites and protein-protein interfaces. One of the salient and fundamental features of protein structures is that they often adopt regular secondary structure, with roughly 60% of their residues located in helices or β-stands [8] ; such structures satisfy the requirement that many of their hydrogen bonds are intramolecular and reflect the fact that the free energy cost of not being hydrogen bonded is high. Another geometric feature of proteins is that they are compact, with almost crystal like packing densities [2a] . A key question is how many structural and functional features of proteins arise simply from packing a polypeptide into a dense sphere?
Another question is how complete is the space of observed single domain protein structures? Is there anything special about the global protein structures observed in nature? Does the global chain topology of native like proteins emerge simply from dense packing, does it require the presence of secondary structure or does it require strong selection due to evolution, with native like structures having a very low inherent probability that is only amplified when the forces of evolutionary selection act? Again, one needs reference systems where the effects of evolution are absent. Furthermore, to address these questions, given a structural entity, whether it be the global fold of a protein, a ligand binding site or a proteinprotein interface, a structural comparison metric that assesses the structural similarity of the compared pair of structures relative to random and algorithms that can perform the necessary structural alignment are needed. We address these issues below.
While experimental studies have been suggestive, computational studies can play a significant role. They offer the advantages of being comprehensive and could allow us to tease out which features of protein structures/sequences likely give rise to which functional properties. Consider three types of protein libraries [2, 9] : "PDB", real, single domain protein structures found in the Protein Data Bank [10] ; "ART", computationally generated, compact homopolypeptide, artificial, structures with protein-like secondary structure; and quasispherical, "QS", random polypeptide structures packed in the same average spherical volume as proteins but lacking backbone secondary structure and hydrogen bonding. ART polyleucine protein structures are generated by selecting the secondary structure patterns based on that found on the PDB and then generating a manifold of compact structures using the TASSER structure prediction algorithm [11] . QS proteins [2a] were generated by considering a sphere whose radius is that expected for a protein of the same number of residues, then randomly packing balls of diameter, 3.8 Å, in that sphere subject to excluded volume restraints, generating a connected chain by minimizing the overall contour length by solving the traveling salesman problem, and finally, rebuilding full atom polyleucine conformations using PULCRA [12] . For both QS and ART proteins, the sequence composition was randomly generated based on the average composition of the PDB. A genetic algorithm then selects the specific sequence that optimizes the sequence for stability in the given fold using a variety of potentials [13] . Examples of ART and QS structures are provided in Figure 1 .
By comparing the properties of the PDB with those of ART and QS proteins where there is no evolutionary selection, we examine what is required to generate native like global folds, small molecule ligand binding sites, protein-protein interfaces, as well as the relationship between pocket or protein interface geometry and global protein structure, and whether sequences that are computationally selected to stabilize the fold of interest exhibit native like patterns of amino acid conservation in ligand binding pockets. Thus, conclusions about the role of physics in dictating protein structure and molecular function emerge from the consonance of the structure properties of native proteins with those in either the ART or QS proteins. As will be shown, some features of native proteins are present in the QS structures, but far more features emerge in ART structures when secondary structure is included. Thus, many features of native like proteins are nothing special, but in order to demonstrate that this is the case, one needs appropriate metrics of similarity for global protein folds, ligand binding pockets and protein-protein interfaces. We turn to this issue next.
Methods for the structural alignment of global protein structures
To ascertain whether a pair of proteins are structurally similar, a comparison metric is needed [14] . Such metrics include the root mean square deviation, RMSD, of the coordinates (generally of Cαs) and the GDT_TS score [15] . However, the statistical significance of these two metrics depends on the length of the structures being compared. For example, is a RMSD of 6 Å associated with a 50 residue alignment statistically more significant than an RMSD of 3 Å associated with a 10 residue alignment [16] ? To address this, the TM-score, provided by the TM-align structural alignment algorithm, whose statistical significance is alignment length independent [17] was developed [18] . The TM-score is given by (1) where L Q is the number of residues in the target protein (the protein of interest), and is the average distance between a pair of residues in the best structural alignment of a randomly related pair of protein structures. The TM-score lies in the range [0, 1], with a TM-score =1.0 for identical structures. The most probable TM-score of randomly related protein structures is 0.15, with the average best TM-score of 0.30 [17] . Two proteins are structurally related if they share a TM-score ≥ 0.40 (P-value of 3.4 × 10 −5[18c] ).In extensive benchmarking over a number of years, this has proven to a useful threshold for building a target structure on a template, given that the majority if not all of the secondary structural elements of the core are preserved at this value [9a, 19] .An improved version of TM-align [17] , fr-TM-align [18b] generates alignments with a 9% higher TM-score than TM-align, with 7% more residues aligned. fr-TM-align shows the most improvement in the 0.3-0.5 TM-score regime, where the improvement is up to 0.15 TM-score units. This is the regime where significant alignments might be missed using the original TM-align algorithm [18c] . We next turn to the corresponding approach for the structural alignment of ligand binding pockets.
Algorithms for the comparison of protein ligand binding pockets
Ligand-binding sites on protein surfaces, where direct physical contacts occur between small-molecule ligands and proteins, are often found in concave structures or "pockets" [20] . Thus, they can be detected using geometric criteria. For example, SURFNET uses spherefilling [21] , while POCKET [22] and LIGSITE [23] are grid-based, as is CAVITATOR [24] , a much less sensitive approach to structural fluctuations than LIGSITE, while CAST employs Delaunay triangulation and α-shape theory [25] .Then, after applying a given pocket detection algorithm to the PDB, the resulting large number pocket structures allows for a comprehensive analysis of ligand-binding pockets [26] . In practice, small-molecule ligands can bind to pockets in proteins whose global structural is dissimilar. What do such pockets have in common? Global structural comparison is often inadequate, and methods for local structural comparison dedicated to the geometric and/or physicochemical features of the protein pockets are required. Among these, a heuristic maximum clique finding algorithm has been implemented in Cavbase [27] , IsoCleft [28] , and SOIPPA [29] . Another approach employed by Site Engine is geometric hashing [30] . Other methods do not use atoms to represent a pocket; rather spherical harmonics [31] or 3D Zernike descriptors [32] are employed. While these reduced descriptors are fast, a detailed alignment is not provided. As was the case for global structural alignments [15] , many scoring functions for measuring pocket similarity are dependent on pocket size and do not estimate the statistical significance of their similarity score [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . This is an issue when one performs comparisons on the entire PDB [33] .
To address statistical significance, APoc was developed [24] . Given a template and a target pocket, APoc evaluates their Pocket Similarity score (PS-score), which reflects the similarity in their backbone geometries, side-chain orientations, and the chemical similarities between the aligned pocket residues. The length of a pocket is the number of pocket residue Cα atoms. Suppose an alignment is obtained between a query (target) of length L Q and a template of length L T . The PS-score is
Here, the number of aligned residue pairs is N a , the distance in Å between the Cα atoms of the ith aligned residue pair is d i , and the empirical scaling factor d 0 ≡ 0.70(L Q − 5) 1/4 − 0.2. p i measures the directional similarity between two Cα to Cβ vectors in the two pockets, which span an angle θi at the ith alignment position of two non-Glycine residues. r i measures the chemical similarity of the two aligned amino acids.
if the two amino acids belong to the same group (I-VIII) defined as: I (LVIMC), II (AG), III (ST), IV (P), V (FYW), VI (EDNQ), VII (KR), VIII (H) [26d] , and 0 otherwise.
ensures that the mean score of two aligned random pockets is length independent. Similar to the TM-score, a heuristic iterative extension algorithm is employed to calculate the PS-score [34] . Identical pocket structures have a PS-score of 1.0, and the statistical significance of the PS-score is estimated by comparing millions of randomly selected pocket pairs [24] . PS-scores ≥0.38 are statistically significant with a P-value <0.03.This value appears to be the lower boundary of PS-scores among pockets from the same protein super families.
Algorithms for the comparison of protein-protein interfaces
If one wishes to characterize the nature of protein-protein interactions, it makes sense to directly focus on the protein-protein interface where such interactions occur. The most straightforward approach utilizes individual protein structure alignments and defines interaction modes by the orientation of the proteins in the complex and/or their interface overlap [35] . This is reasonable when the structures of individual proteins do not change significantly on association and when the isolated protein alignments produce a good interface alignment; often, this is not the case. A second strategy generates a global structural alignment of the entire protein complex [36] . This approach does not differentiate between the structural similarity of the interface and non-interface regions. Depending on the relative size of the proteins in the complex, a significant similarity score need not mean that two complexes have similar interaction modes. Thus, a dedicated method for comparing protein-protein interfaces is needed. An early approach employed geometric hashing [37] . More recent methods compare physical chemical interactions, non-covalent interactions, or contact maps as in I2I-SiteEngine [38] , Galinter [39] , and CMAPi [40] . None of these approaches provide an assessment of the statistical significance of interface similarity, and all were tested on quite small data sets.
To address these limitations, iAlign was developed [41] . Using the same notation as in Eq. 2, the IS-score is derived from the TM-score and is given by 19 are statistically significant when only sequential alignment is allowed and >0.25 when non-sequential alignment is also permitted. In this review, we discuss results when the non-sequential alignment mode is enabled. Over 90% of biologically related protein complexes (formed by protomers from the same protein super family respectively) share an IS-score above these thresholds.
Likely completeness of the space of single domain protein structures
For ART and QS protein structures up to 250 residues in length, structural alignments using TM-align to the corresponding full set of PDB template structures and to the subset of PDB structures up to250 residues in length, PDB250were done [2a] . In Figure 2 , the cumulative fraction of proteins whose TM-score ≥ abscissa is shown for QS, ART structures to the corresponding full set of PDB templates. Despite that fact that they entirely lack secondary structure, 94% of QS structures have a structurally related protein (TM-score ≥0.4) in the PDB with a mean TM-score=0. 43 . This just reflects the fact that one is looking at the spatial arrangement of geometric objects. Conversely, for the PDB250 set, 71% of native structures have a significant structural alignment to QS structures. However, if we consider the chain smoothed versions of both PDB250 (where local structural fluctuations are averaged out), then 94% of the QS templates have a TM-score to the smoothed native structure ≥0.40, with a mean TM-score of 0.42 [19] . Moreover, if we use these QS templates and refine them using the TASSER structure prediction algorithm [42] , the mean TM-score of the resulting model is 0.71, with 98% of the targets having a TM-score ≥0.40. (The remaining 2% arise because the closest structure to native is not top ranked, but is in a lower ranked cluster; nevertheless the structures in this cluster also have a TM-score ≥0.40 [19, 43] ).
Turning to the ART compact homopolypeptide library, 99% of targets have a significant template match to the full PDB, with a mean TM-score of 0.47. PDB250 structural alignments to the ART300 structure library (ART proteins up to 300 residues in length) have almost identical behavior as the ART250 library does to PDB300 (native proteins up to 300 residues in length). Finally, we consider structure alignments of real protein structures in PDB250 to other PDB structures, subject to the constraint that the sequence identity between the target-template pair is ≤ 3%. This reduces the evolutionary similarities between the pairs of aligned proteins. 90% of PDB250 proteins find a structurally similar partner among members of PDB300, with an average TM-score of 0.46. Thus, in the limit of little, if any, detectible evolutionary relationship between target and templates, the structural space of real single domain proteins and ART structures are very similar. The conclusion that the single domain library of protein structures is likely complete is provided by the comparison of PDB to ART and QS structures and not to the PDB structures among themselves.
On the basis of the above, we conclude that the space of protein structures is strongly dictated by the requirement of dense packing of locally semi stiff chains, does not require backbone hydrogen bonding and is most likely complete. In other words, the structures adopted by proteins are an inherent feature of densely packed, quasi-spherical objects comprised of residues with excluded volume but no regular secondary structure. Once secondary structure is allowed, the local geometric fidelity to real structures improves as does the global structural similarity, but this is a minor effect. Thus, native like global structures are typical compact polymers.
Internal packing and ligand binding pockets
The relationship of the accessible surface area (ASA) and molecular volume (MV) calculated for the ART structures are very similar to PDB structures ( Figure 3A ) [2a] . In contrast, QS structures have less solvent-accessible surface, with the ASA/MV relation shifted slightly towards ideal spheres. Thus, the packing of the interior of QS structures is denser than in PDB or ART structures. Consistent with this, the average QS pocket size is much smaller than in ART or PDB structures. This is clearly shown in Figure 3B where the average number of grid points assigned by LIGSITE [44] to the largest and second largest pockets in the set of PDB, ART and QS structures are shown. The size of the largest (2 nd largest) pockets in PDB and ART structures is very similar: 95 (38) and 89 (24) grid points, respectively. QS structures have very small cavities; the average size of the largest (2 nd largest) pocket is only 32 (23) grid points. The pockets in the QS structure are too tiny to bind typical small molecule, organic ligands. On the other hand, hydrogen-bonded ART structures, that contain rigid secondary structure elements, have pockets of appropriate volume.
While ART proteins have cavities of requisite volume, the key issue is whether the shapes of the pockets in the ART and PDB structures are similar. To explore the dependence of the ART results on the potential used to evaluate stability, sequences whose stability is determined by burial, secondary structure and residue based pair preferences (ART), or just by burial and secondary structure preferences in "no-pr" [2a] were generated; all qualitative and many quantitative results are independent of the potential. Key questions examined were the number of statistically distinct ligand binding pockets, the completeness of the space of pockets, the coupling of pocket geometry and global fold similarity and the extent of pocket sequence conservation in evolutionarily unrelated proteins [13] . We turn to these issues next.
Likely completeness of the space of ligand binding pockets
If the number of distinct ligand binding pockets that share significant sequence conservation were small, then similar ligand-protein interactions should occur across different protein folds. This would concomitantly rationalize the large number of off-target drug interactions [45] but would also imply that endogenous metabolite-protein interactions are likely quite promiscuous. In Figure 4 ,for a representative set of native, single domain proteins, the PDB250 set, and the corresponding ART protein library, the number of representative distinct pockets, the fraction of target pockets that match these representative pockets (i.e. having at least one matching pocket), and the fraction of unmatched pockets versus PS-score are shown. For a PS-score threshold of 0.38, a small number of pockets, 132 (180), in the PDB (ART) pocket library cover 99.0% (91.5%) of the space of PDB pockets. PDB-PDB and PDB-ART pockets behave similarly to ART-ART structures that require 114 pockets to cover 99.5% of all pockets. A few large pockets cover the space of many small pockets. At a PS-score of 0.40, as shown in Figure 4B , 92.5% (91.1%) of PDB (ART) pockets match one of the 339 (420) representative PDB (ART) structures. Of course, as in Figure 4C , the number of unmatched pockets increases with increasing PS-score, viz. as the two pockets become structurally more similar. A comparably small number of pockets is also found when we restrict ourselves to known ligand binding sites (defined by residues contacting small molecule ligands) that typically comprise a subset of the corresponding pocket structures [46] .
How similar are the best matching pockets in the various structural libraries? Figure 5 shows the distribution of best PS-scores of pairs of pockets between native proteins, between ART proteins and when PDB proteins are compared to ART templates. Clearly, almost all native ligand-binding pockets have a statistically significant match to a pocket in the ART library. Thus, evolutionary selection is not required to generate native like ligand binding pockets; rather, they are a geometric effect arising from defects in secondary structural element packing.
Relationship of global structural similarity and ligand binding pocket similarity
Often, global similarity between a pair of protein structuresis assumed to imply functional similarity [47] . Furthermore, the coincidence of structurally similar pockets in globally similar proteins is often assumed to imply an evolutionary relationship. However as implied by the limited number of distinct protein pockets, this need not be the case. Consider the results of Figure 6 , where, for the largest pocket in the protein of interest, the cumulative fraction of proteins whose best PS-score to a pocket in a protein in the library of interest is ≥ the abscissa for a given structural similarity as assessed by the global TM-score is shown. Most pockets are dissimilar in structurally unrelated proteins, (TM-score=0.18); yet, even here,~0.5% of their pockets are structurally similar. For globally similar proteins at a TMscore=0.40, ~16% of all three types of compared structures (PDB-PDB, PDB-ART, ART-ART) have similar pockets. For structurally very similar proteins (TM-scores of 0.55 and 0.60) pairs of PDB-PDB proteins have significant pocket matches in ~22% of cases. Thus, structural similarity does not automatically imply pocket similarity; rather for the majority it is likely that their pockets are dissimilar. Moreover since there are significant matches to structurally similar pockets in both the PDB-ART and ART-ART libraries, having a significant pocket match need not imply any evolutionary relationship.
It is somewhat surprising that the ART-ART and PDB-ART pairs have a larger fraction of significant pocket structural matches for globally similar structures (those with TM-scores >0.4) than native pairs. Perhaps evolution acts to increase the specificity of particular ligands for a given protein by making pockets in globally similar structures more dissimilar than would be expected for the random background. Finally, a similar analysis of the extent of global similarity for a given extent of pocket similarity led to the conclusion that similar pockets can occur in proteins of completely different global structures and dissimilar pockets can occur in proteins with the same global structures, with similar variation seen in the PDB-PDB and ART-ART structural libraries [13] .
Relationship of pocket residue conservation to evolution
To tease out inherent from evolutionary effects on the sequence conservation of pocket residues, in Figure 7 , the fraction of proteins that have a given number of pocket residues conserved at structurally aligned positions in the pocket as a function of PS-score are shown. Up to a PS-score of 0.5, the sequence conservation behaviors of PDB-PDB, PDB-ART and ART-ART sets of pockets are very similar. Residue conservation at given pocket positions does not demand that the pair of pockets be evolutionarily related. On comparing PDB-PDB and PDB-ART pocket pairs, ALA, VAL, ILE, LEU, and GLU residues are conserved to a similar extent, independent of pocket structural similarity. ARG (SER) becomes more (less) conserved as the pocket similarity increases. Thus, ART proteins recapitulate the native residue conservation results, suggesting that the degree of sequence conservation in pockets is at least partly driven by the selection for thermodynamic stability and the geometric properties of the given residues.
Comparison of protein-protein interfaces in native, QS and ART structures
Having considered the case of ligand binding pockets, we next explore the structural properties of another type of structure associated with intermolecular interactions, namely protein-protein interactions.
Similar protein-protein interfaces occur in native proteins of different global fold
Before focusing on protein-protein interfaces in ART or QS structures, one must characterize native interfaces. A non-redundant set of 1,519 experimentally determined protein-protein complexes [48] were selected, where native protein-protein interfaces contain no more than 150 residues; this set of 1,374 representative interfaces was named PDB150 inter [49] . To explore if structurally similar interfaces can occur in proteins lacking global similarity, the interface cannot belong to proteins of the same SCOP fold, cannot have significant sequence similarity (PSI-BLAST E-value > 1 [50] ), or similar monomeric structure (TM-score < 0.4 [17] ). On evaluating interface similarity by the IS-score of Eq. 3 [41a] , Figure 8 shows the statistics of closest interface matches. The mean IS-score is 0.317 compared to 0.207 for the best random interface alignments. ~88% of native interfaces find a match with a significant score (P-value < 0.05. These results suggest that one can find a structurally similar interface for the vast majority of native interfaces even when it is formed by monomers with unrelated global structures.
Do QS and ART structures have planar surface patches?
Since most native protein-protein interfaces are flat [49] , can QS or ART structures provide a planar surface patch of requisite size? To address this, the most planar surface patch within a solvent accessible area of 1000 Å 2 (a typical interface area per protein in a protein complex [51] ) in a set of QS, ART and PDB structures was examined [2a] ; while the planarity of ART and PDB structures was similar, QS proteins behaved differently; planarity is defined as the RMSD of the C α atoms of the best-fit surfaces were much less planar. About 67/47% of the native/ART patches have very low curvature, with absolute values< 0.01 Å −1 . In contrast, a mere 32% of QS structures satisfy this threshold. These results indicate QS structures are less likely to have a surface patch whose geometry is suitable for proteinprotein interactions.
Do QS and ART structures form native-like protein-protein interfaces when there are structurally similar to monomers in native dimeric complexes
Putative dimeric complexes were built by superimposing QS or ART structures onto their corresponding aligned monomers (with TM-score>0.4) from native dimers. All-against-all alignments of 1,988 QS and 30,000 ART structures were examined [52] . On removing structures with steric clashes, the remaining putative protein-protein interfaces were compared to the real, native protein-protein interface of the corresponding dimeric template. On searching through roughly 12.6 trillion QS-native structure pairs, just a single spherical complex structure had a significant IS-score at P-value < 1×10 −3 . In contrast, at this same threshold, 51,096 pairs were found among only 192 million ART-native structure pairs. The chance of finding a putative, structurally native-like interface with a significant IS-score at P = 1×10 −3 is 2.8×10 −4 , about four million times higher than for QS structures. Thus, because QS structures lackquasi-planar interfaces they are essentially incapable of having proteinprotein interactions, whereas ART structures can.
Are native and ART protein-protein interfaces structurally similar?
The above analysis was restricted to possible interfaces belonging to native proteins whose monomeric structure matched that of a known dimer. We now examine what happens when we ignore monomer structural similarity. Figure 8A shows the statistics of closest interface matches among ART interfaces for each native interface of PDB150 inter . The mean of ISscore is 0.291, slightly lower than the mean of 0.317 from comparison among native interfaces. About 83% of native interfaces find an ART interface match with a significant score (P-value < 0.05). Thus, most native interfaces have a counterpart in the ART library. Next, we examine if one can find a similar native interface for each artificial interface? Figure 8A also shows the statistics of 20,000 pairs of closest interface matches. The mean IS-score is 0.308; about 89% of artificial interfaces have a native interface counterpart with a significant score (P-value < 0.05).These results are comparable to those for native interface comparisons, suggesting that most artificial protein-protein interfaces have a native counterpart already deposited in the PDB. Finally, Figures 8B & C show examples of ART and PDB dimers that share both monomeric fold similarity and significant interface similarity.
Estimate of the Number of Distinct Dimer Structures
The fact that most native interfaces are in the library of artificial interfaces and most artificial interfaces are in the library of native interfaces suggests that the library of interfaces is close to complete. There are about 1,000 types of interfaces after complete linkage clustering (at an IS-score P-value of 0.001). Based on previous work [17] , there are about 2,000 statistically distinct monomeric protein structures below 200 residues. From the clusters obtained from docking simulations, we estimate that there are on average about 30 representative interaction modes (IS-score P-value < 0.05) between each pair of ART protein folds. Thus, there are ~60 million possible statistically distinct quaternary dimeric structures. This suggests that the library of solved dimeric structures is far from complete. Of course, this estimate ignores evolutionary selection, which likely dramatically reduces the number of dimeric structures utilized by nature.
Distribution of ligand binding pockets adjacent to protein-protein interfaces
What is the structural relationship between ligand binding pockets and protein-protein interfaces, if any? One might imagine that as a pair of convex surfaces associate they could form a pocket adjacent to their binding interface. In fact, many interfacial residues are partially exposed, i.e., they are "rim" residues [51] . Do these rim residues contribute to both protein-ligand and protein-protein interactions? To address these questions, a comprehensive analysis of the distribution of pockets around protein-protein inter faces was performed [53] .
To characterize the distance between a detected pocket and a protein interface, R min , the minimum of all distances between the center of mass of the pocket and heavy atoms of protein-protein interfacial residues was calculated. As shown in Figure 9A , the maximum in the R min distribution is 5 Å, with about 57% of pockets within a R min of 6 Å. Thus, most pockets that could bind ligands are adjacent to protein-protein interfaces. To determine whether these pockets are formed on protein association, we separated all protein complexes into individual monomers and repeated the same pocket detection procedure. 30% fewer pockets are detected. As shown in Figure 9B , formation of the complex yields more and larger pockets; the mean pocket volume within a R min =6 Å is 418 grid points in dimers and 293 in monomers.
Distribution of ligands in protein complexes
Next, the preference for small molecule ligands to bind to pockets adjacent to protein interfaces was examined. The dataset contained 741 protein complexes with at least one ligand, with a total of 2,255 ligands bound. Among all bound ligands, 54% contact at least one side of the protein interface and 35% contact both sides. If we consider the ligand closest to the interface, then71% and 52% bind one and both sides respectively. Next, ρ, the ratio of buried surface area of a bound ligand due to contacts with protein interfacial residues versus all protein surface residues in the complex was calculated. Analysis of the closest ligands contacting both sides of protein interface yields a mean ρ of 0.52; i.e. on average about half of a ligand'sburied surface area is due to interactions with interfacial residues. Finally, in order to avoid possible size effects of proteins, we compared proteinprotein interfaces with random protein surfaces of the same solvent accessible area taken from the same complex. Protein-protein interfaces are statistically significantly closer to their bound ligands (P-value < 2.2×10 −16 ) and make contacts to about 23% more ligands than randomly selected protein surfaces.
Distribution of ligands in two-domain proteins
Many monomeric proteins contain multiple domains. Except for their covalent linkage, domain-domain and protein-protein interfaces are quite similar. As such, packing around domain interfaces creates pockets that would also be expected to form ligand binding sites. Thus, an analysis of the ligand distribution around domain interfaces in 1,416 representative two-domain protein structures was performed [53] . Among all multi-domain proteins that interact with at least one ligand, 77% have at least one ligand contacting at least one side of the domain interface, and 64% interact with at least one ligand contacting both sides of the interface. In contrast, in dimeric proteins, 52% bind to at least one ligand at both sides of the interface. Compared to a randomly selected surface patch of the same surface area accessible to solvent, the domain interface region is favored by ligands. Random surfaces give median R min values of 7.1 Å, in contrast to much smaller values of 3.6 Å by protein interfaces. Similarly, random surfaces make a smaller contribution to the ligand surfaces. On average, the difference in ρ values is 12% by domain-domain interfaces, significantly higher compared to random surfaces (P < 2.2×10 −16 ).
Location of pockets in ART dimers
We hypothesize that pockets suitable for ligand binding around protein interfaces could arise from random protein-protein interactions with a cavity arising from the juxtaposition of two convex surfaces. To test this, 363 ART protein complexes from a previous study were selected [49] . Each corresponds to one of 363 native protein complexes with a bound ligand (not necessarily located at the protein interface), such that each ART/native pair has a weak but statistically significant interface structure match with a mean IS-score of 0.29 and a Pvalue < 0.05 for 89% of the pairs. We then examined the set of pockets closet to the protein interface. In total, the number of pockets/dimer for native and ART dimers,1.58 versus 1.50, respectively, is very similar. The median/mean of pocket and interface distance R min is 4.0/4.1 Å for native pockets vs.3.8/3.9 Å for ART pockets. The median volume of native pockets is 234, almost the same as 238 for artificial pockets. However, native dimers have a higher frequency of large pockets > 1000, resulting in a larger mean size (402) than (345) of artificial pockets. The mean sizes are 311/302 for native/artificial pockets, after removing 24/20 pockets larger than 1000 grid points. Thus, the similar size pockets generated in ART protein docking arise mainly from geometric effects. Finally, on comparing native and ART pockets using APoc [24] , we find that interfacial native and ART pockets have a statistically significant match to the pockets found in single domain proteins. This observation further reinforces the idea that the library of ligand binding pockets is complete.
Summary and Outlook
Comparison of the structural and sequence based properties of native proteins with QS and ART proteins, allows us to dissect the relative roles of the inherent physical properties of proteins from selection due to evolution. While QS proteins are merely dense collections of residues, remarkably, they have essentially all of the global structures seen in native globular proteins and vice versa. This strongly suggests that the space of single domain protein structures is likely complete and merely arises from the packing of polypeptide backbones into a compact structure. If so, then there are on the order of 2000 distinct single domain, global folds. However, QS structures are devoid of regular hydrogen bonded secondary structures. The absence of secondary structure has a number of profound consequences. The pockets in QS proteins are too small for organic molecules to fit. Moreover, being quasispherical, they lack the planar interfaces needed to engage in protein-protein interactions. Thus, the absence of hydrogen bonded secondary structures generates model proteins whose inability to bind small molecule ligands or other proteins is very nonnative. Thus, QS proteins, while they reproduce the global fold, share little else in common with native proteins.
When hydrogen bonding is turned on, as in the ART structures, the resulting ensemble of structures and sequences are remarkably like native proteins. The presence of secondary structural elements increases the local structural fidelity of ART proteins to native proteins, but with regard to the completeness of the space of global protein structures, this is merely fine-tuning. However, the functional consequences are far more dramatic. Now, defects in packing secondary structural elements create native like pockets whose volume is quite close to that in native proteins. ART sequences selected for stability reproduce the extent of sequence conservation seen in native ligand binding pockets. Furthermore, essentially all native pockets are found in the ART pocket library and vice versa. Thus, the library of ligand binding pockets is likely complete and remarkably small (less than 1000 pockets, depending on the criteria applied [13, 46] ). Combined with the fact that similar pockets occur across many different types of protein structures with similar patterns of amino acid conservation, we conclude that ligand-binding promiscuity is likely an inherent feature resulting from the geometric and physical-chemical properties of proteins. This promiscuity implies that the notion of one molecule-one protein target that underlies some drug discovery approaches is likely incorrect, a conclusion consistent with recent studies [45, 54] . Moreover, within a cell, a given endogenous ligand likely interacts at low level with multiple proteins that may have different global structures.
Turning to the nature of the structural space of protein-protein interfaces, most native interfaces are found in the library of randomly docked ART structures, once again implying that the space of protein-protein interfaces is likely close to complete. The only interfaces that are missed are either those that involve domain swapping or involve non-compact monomeric structures. The number of distinct protein-protein interfaces is on the order of 1000, which, when recognizing that the average number of possible interfacial regions per monomer is about 30, suggests that there are on ~ 60 million structurally distinct dimers possible.
One of the remarkable conclusions of the series of studies reviewed here [2a, 9a, 13, 19, 24, 46, 53, 55] is just how many features of native proteins are reproduced without any evolutionary selection whatsoever. The coincidence of global folds, ligand binding sites and protein-protein interaction sites in native and ART structures shows that these metrics cannot be used to infer an evolutionary relationship between proteins. Indeed, one finds ART ligand binding pockets selected on the basis of global thermodynamic stability whose pattern of amino conservation mimics native proteins. Moreover, ART sequences also behave very much like native proteins in terms of which protein structures are thread able and which are not. This suggests that many of the standard criteria used to infer an evolutionary relationship between proteins might be incorrect. To date, the only reliable way we have found to infer an evolutionary relationship is when the pair of proteins is connected by a series of intermediate protein sequences, all sharing quite high sequence identity.
On the basis of the above, there is very strong evidence that the inherent structural and functional model rationalizes many of the observed properties of native proteins. At first glance, the structural and functional properties of native proteins examined here seem quite special; however, they are inherent to polypeptides, with the random probability for native like protein structure and function much higher than previously believed. Background biochemical noise reflective of a soup of functions is likely omnipresent, with evolution acting to optimize these inherent functions. Thus, with regards to the role of physics and evolution in dictating protein structure and function, we conclude that physics plays a dominant role, with evolutionary selection involved in essential fine-tuning. On the one hand, this produces robustness; yet, it makes cellular regulation and control more difficult. How nature achieves the collective behavior needed for living cells is not fully understood. But the present work strongly suggests that proteins are primed to engage in low-level biochemical function; if so, this has profound implications both for the origin of and ubiquity of life in the universe.
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